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Abstract—Due to roaming, a mobile device may change its network attachment each time it moves to a new link. This might cause a disruption for the Internet data packets that have to reach the mobile node. Mobile IP is a protocol, developed by the Mobile IP Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group, that is able to inform the network about this change in network attachment such that the Internet data packets will be delivered in a seamless way to the new point of attachment. It allows transparent routing of IP data grams over the Internet. Mobile IP is most often found in wired and wireless environments where users need to carry their mobile devices across multiple LAN subnets with different IP addresses.

In this paper we pointed out the issues related to mobile IP and present the practical implementation of mobile IP over the network. We also stated the concept of triangle routing and finally, we describe the concept of reverse tunneling as a solution to the problems that are imposed by the security measures employed over the network.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Mobile IP protocol allows the (mobile nodes) MNs to retain their IP address regardless of their point of attachment to the network, and maintain uninterrupted connectivity while traveling across networks. Thus we can say that the main objective of Mobile IP is to maintain continuous IP connectivity while crossing network boundaries.

II. THE MOBILITY INDUCED PROBLEM

Fig.2. shows a scenario where mobility causes the problem. This is a scenario of heterogeneous networks where certain nodes are mobile and others are fixed to a backbone network. When a correspondent host (CH), say B wants to communicate with another node (IP 171.68.69.24) belonging to a mobile router connected via a backbone gateway A (IP 171.68.0.0), it does it via its own intermediate gateway. This gateway further sends the packets to the internet, where it’s routed to the appropriate destination gateway.
There are two scenarios after this; firstly, the desired destination is connected to its home network and secondly, the destination is unavailable. The former case is simple and the connection is simply established. The mobile router connected to its home network will receive the packets and will respond in similar manner.

But in the latter case, i.e. when the mobile router is not connected to the home network, the packets destined to such a router will not be able to find the destination. Moreover when such a mobile routers tries to communicate via some other foreign agent (Gateway C) it is restricted because of IP conflict. The conflict occurs because of the differences in the IP addresses of home and foreign networks. This is where the problem is induced because of mobility. The solution to this is provided by Mobile IP.

Mobile IP is the method which allows use of a unique IP even in the presence of mobility. The following section describes the implementation of Mobile IP in the heterogeneous network.

III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF MOBILE IP

In short the scenario can be understood in two points:

- Mobile Router sends Registration Request [RRQ] to Home Agent (HA)
- Home Agent forwards packets to Mobile Router via Care of Address [CoA]

A mobile node can have two addresses - a permanent home address and a care of address (CoA), which is associated with the network the mobile node is visiting. A home agent maintains a mobility binding of home address and care-of address. Before we go into the details of the mechanism, let’s first list all the players of the game.

- Mobile Node (MN): Mobile IP enabled clients identified by home address or NAI (notebooks, cell phones, PDAs) updates CoA via registrations
- Home Agent (HA): Mobile IP enabled gateway acts as location database for MNs
- Foreign Agent (FA): Mobile IP enabled gateway [Optional] off-loads CPU processing of encapsulation/Decapsulation, enforces local network administration policy, allows for billing of MNs, conserves IP address space, reduce access link usage.

The comprehensive Mobile IP solution process:

Step1. Agent Discovery: Initially MR sends out advertisement request (Solicitation) to “all router” multicast address 224.0.0.2. FA responds to his with a unicast advertisement to MR, this response includes CoA. Fig.3. depicts the mobile router advertisement.

Some of the options for FA advertisement are as follows:

- **R Registration required.** Registration with this foreign agent (or another foreign agent on this link) is required even when using a co-located care-of address.
- **B Busy.** The foreign agent will not accept registrations from additional mobile nodes.
- **H Home agent.** This agent offers service as a home agent on the link on which this Agent Advertisement message is sent.
- **F Foreign agent.** This agent offers service as a foreign agent on the link on which this Agent Advertisement message is sent.

Step2. Registration Request: MR retrieves CoA from Advertisement and sends in RRQ to it’s HA via FA. FA checks requested services and either rejects and replies or forwards the RRQ to HA. Fig.4. shows the registration process.

Some of the options for registration:
• **S Simultaneous bindings.** If the 'S' bit is set, the mobile node is requesting that the home agent retain its prior mobility bindings.

• **B Broadcast datagram’s.** If the 'B' bit is set, the mobile node requests that the home agent tunnel to it any broadcast datagram’s that it receives on the home network.

• **D Decapsulation by mobile node.** If the 'D' bit is set, the mobile nodes will itself decapsulate datagram’s which are sent to the care-of address. That is, the mobile node is using a co-located care-of address.

• **M Minimal encapsulation.** If the 'M' bit is set, the mobile node requests that its home agent use minimal encapsulation for datagram’s tunneled to the mobile node.

Step 3. **RRQ Reply (RRP):** HA authenticates the MR using its address in RRQ. On finding a proper MR it sends RRP and proxy ARPs for MR. Finally it brings up tunnel and adds host route. At the FA end it sees that MR is authenticated by HR and thus forwards RRP to MR and brings up tunnel. Following diagram shows a tunnel.

The IP tunnel is used in secure routing by encapsulating the datagram with a new IP header using the care-of address of the mobile node. Fig. 5 shows the tunneling process.

**IV. TRIANGLE ROUTING**

- Traffic from the correspondent host is sent as usual to the home subnet (HA) by the internet. The home agent intercepts the traffic while the Mobile Router is registered as ‘away’ from its home location.
- This traffic is tunneled to the CoA of the MR which is forwarded to MR by FA.
- From now on all response traffic from the Mobile Networks can go directly to the correspondent host. The requirement of communication via HA is omitted.

This forms a triangle of routing paths as shown in Fig. 6. And the phenomenon is termed as “Triangle Routing”.

**V. REVERSE TUNNELING**

Foreign agent could employ reverse tunneling by tunneling the mobile node’s packets to the home agent, which in turn forwards them to the communicating node. This is needed in networks whose gateway routers have ingress filtering enabled and hence the source IP address of the mobile host would need to belong to the subnet of the foreign network or else the packets will be discarded by the router.

Triangle routing no doubt saves routing delays by reducing the total distance travelled by a packet in network. It also prevents the congestion by preventing unnecessary traffic on unnecessary routes. But the security measures impose a problem over this scenario. Normally, routers route packets by looking at the destination address only. A security measure against attacks (such as spoofing), ingress filtering on a router checks the source and destination addresses on a packet to make sure that they are topologically correct. This poses a problem for Mobile IP because the source address of a packet from a mobile node does not belong to the network.
from which it emanated. This makes the triangle routing impossible.

Reverse tunneling provides a solution to this. Reverse tunneling satisfies ingress filtering done by the security measures imposed by the network. Packets from the mobile network are sent back to the HA through the tunnel. HA decapsulates the packets and forwards them to their destination through normal routing. Thus, the received packets’ path is topologically correct.

The reverse tunnel is formed for the communication between MR and correspondent host. This prevents their direct communication as in triangle routing, rather all communication takes place only via the HA. This prevents all the ambiguities imposed by addresses during mobility.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we pointed out the issues related to mobile IP and present the practical implementation of mobile IP over the network. We also stated the concept of triangle routing and finally, we describe the concept of reverse tunneling as a solution to the problems that are imposed by the security measures employed over the network.

The future work in this field is to provide security measures to the packets in addition to providing address hiding or encapsulation by a proper packet tunneling.
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